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INTRODUCTION

The John Trotwood Moore Papers (1849–1957) were given to the Manuscript Section of the Tennessee State Archives by Mrs. John Trotwood Moore at the time of her retirement from the State Library in 1955. Additions were made to the collection by her grandson, Adam G. N. Moore, and her daughter, Helen Moore Cole (Mrs. Whitefoord R. Cole, Jr.).

The materials in this finding aid measure 39.48 cubic feet. There are no restrictions on the materials.

Literary rights to the unpublished writings found in this collection are reserved to the descendants of the Moores. Single photocopies of unpublished writings in the John Trotwood Moore Papers may be made for purposes of scholarly research.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

The John Trotwood Moore Papers, spanning the period 1849-1957, and numbering approximately twenty thousand items, contain correspondence, speeches, original literary manuscripts, legal documents, accounts, newspaper clippings, photographs, scrapbooks, memorabilia, and genealogical data. Although the collection centers upon the Moore family, it includes valuable material in other areas as well, depending upon the particular interest or period with which the researcher is concerned. Moore touched upon a diversity of subjects in his correspondence, writings, and public addresses.

A native of Marion, Alabama, in the Black Belt section of that state, John Trotwood Moore grew up in the tradition of the Old South to become one of its most articulate writers and poets. His father, Judge John Moore, was a veteran of the Confederate Army. He became one of South Alabama’s most prominent jurists after the War. In 1878, John Trotwood Moore graduated from Howard College, a Baptist institution, located at that time in Marion, and embarked upon a journalistic career as the associate editor of the town’s newspaper, the Marion Commonwealth. For a brief period, June 10-27, 1879, he published The Commencement Daily, a four-page sheet dedicated to advertising the local schools, and promoting Marion as the “Athens of the South”. Following his journalistic career, Moore taught school in Monterey and Pine Apple, Alabama, from 1879-1885, after which time he moved to Columbia, Maury County, Tennessee, to farm and raise horses with his bride, Florence Allen.

The move to Tennessee marked a significant turning point in Moore’s life. His flair for writing brought employment in 1893 as columnist for Clark’s Horse Review. In 1905, he began publishing his own magazine, Trotwood’s Monthly, which, in 1907, merged with Bob Taylor’s Magazine, to form the Taylor – Trotwood Magazine. It was also during this period that he produced several popular books such as Songs and Stories of Tennessee; A Summer Hymnal; A Romance of Tennessee; and The Bishop of Cottontown, all of which served to enhance his literary reputation throughout the state. Moore’s appointment in 1919 as State Librarian was acclaimed across Tennessee as an excellent choice. When he died in 1929, his position was assumed by his wife, the former Mary Brown Daniel, whom he married four years after the death of his first wife. Mrs. Moore continued in the capacity until 1949.

The researcher into the period of the 1920s will find ample material in the Moore Papers dealing with local, state, and national issues and personalities. Mr. Moore’s diary is particularly note-worthy in this regard. On July 3, 1924, for example, he described the Democratic National Convention meeting in New York City in the following manner: “The first ballot for Presidential nomination brought on a crisis not unlike that of 1860. McAdoo, clearly the only candidate with a progressive Democratic platform, and the only candidate except Smith with a fighting virile following, had been combined against by all the sinister influences … within his party”. His entry for July 8 sadly recorded that “they
[the Convention delegates] battered McAdoo out last night and nominated a very splendidly equipped Wall Street lawyer – This means the Democratic party has deserted Wilson and his progressive principles. It means farmer and laborer will organize and everlastingly beat them both for revolutions do not go backward”.

After the inauguration of Governor Austin Peay on January 19, 1925, Moore wrote that “Peay read as bold and courageous a message as ever came from any Governor of Tennessee – He is making the fight of his life to put the tax on the frivolities of life, the silk stockings of life and take it off the farmer and the necessities. He’ll win! No man ever lost that had the courage to do it.” Other subjects about which Moore wrote in considerable detail include the anti-evolution movement in Tennessee; prominent historical characters; local events; the State Library and Archives; historical markers and monuments; and his personal philosophy of life. Many of these topics, as well as others, are dealt with throughout the correspondence.

The largest portion of genealogical data in the collection is for the families of Brown, Daniel, and Moore. Genealogical notes dealing with numerous other families have been listed, including the families of Robert L. Caruthers, Sallie Childress (wife of James Polk), Colonel Gilbert Christian, David Crockett, Henry Melville Doak, Nathan Bedford Forrest, and Thomas Overton.

Three scrapbooks dealing with the life of Elizabeth II (Queen of England, 1952- ) and her family, including her sister, Margaret, compiled by Helen Moore Cole (Mrs. Whitefoord R. Cole, Jr.) and twelve letters of Judge John Moore written while a prisoner at Johnson’s Island for the dates July 6 to November 16, 1864, have been added to the collection. These letters were edited by W. Stanley Hoole and published in the Alabama Review for July, 1959.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

John Trotwood Moore

1858  August 26 – Born in Marion, AL. Parents were Judge and Mrs. John Moore. Moore’s father, as a child, came to Alabama in 1832 from Chatham County, NC, with his parents, Wooten and Elizabeth Moore. The elder Moore, an 1849 graduate of the University of Alabama, was admitted to the bar in 1851, the same year in which he married Emily Adelia Billingslea

1878  Moore graduated from Howard College, a Baptist Institution, then located in Marion

1878  November – Began work as associate editor of the Marion Commonwealth

1879-1883 Taught school in Monterey, Alabama; 1883-1885 Taught school in Pine Apple, Alabama

1885  February 17 – Married Florence Allen in Columbia, Tennessee, where they moved at the end of the school year to take up farming and horse raising

1889-1894 Principal, McDowell School, Columbia, Tennessee

1893  January – Began work as columnist for Clark’s Horse Review

1896  December 13 – Death of Florence Allen Moore. Burial at Rose Hill Cemetery, Columbia, Tennessee

1900  June 13 – Married Mary Brown Daniel in Wesley Hall, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee

1905  October – Began publishing Trotwood’s Monthly

1907  January – Merged with Bob Taylor’s Magazine to form The Taylor-Trotwood Magazine

1919  March – Appointed State Librarian for Tennessee

1929  May 10 – Died at home in Nashville, Tennessee. Burial at Mt. Olivet Cemetery
Mary Daniel Moore
1875 Born in Harrisonville, Missouri. Her parents were Judge and Mrs. Henry Clay Daniel
1929 Appointed State Librarian to succeed her husband
1949-1955 Librarian and Archivist Emeritus
1957 August 2 – Died in Nashville, Tennessee. Burial at Mt. Olivet Cemetery

Dr. Merrill Moore
1903 Born in Columbia, Tennessee
1924 Graduated from Vanderbilt University where he was a member of the well known “Fugitives” group
1928 Received M. D. from Vanderbilt Medical School
1928 Moved to Boston, Massachusetts, where he became famous for his work on alcoholism as a disease
1930 August 4 – Married Ann Leslie Nichol of Nashville, Tennessee
1942-1945 Colonel and Surgeon in the South Pacific during World War II. In 1946, he was a personal physician for General Chiang Kai-shek and his wife
1957 Sept. 20 – Died in Boston, Massachusetts
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12. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, January-June 1924
13. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, July-December 1924
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2. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, July-December 1925
3. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, January-March 1926
4. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, April-May, 1926
5. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, June-September 1926
6. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, October-December 1926
7. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, January-March 1927
8. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, April-July 1927
9. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, August-December 1927
10. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, January-March 1928
11. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, April-July 1928
12. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, August-December 1928
13. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, 1929
14. Correspondence – John Trotwood Moore, undated

Box 7
1. Correspondence – Adams – Aust to John Trotwood Moore
2. Correspondence – Bailey – Bishop to John Trotwood Moore
3. Correspondence – Booth – Byram to John Trotwood Moore
4. Correspondence – Caldwell – Caudle to John Trotwood Moore
5. Correspondence – Champ – Clarke to John Trotwood Moore
6. Correspondence – Coates – Curtis to John Trotwood Moore
7. Correspondence – Dake – Dixon to John Trotwood Moore
8. Correspondence – Donaldson – Durr to John Trotwood Moore
9. Correspondence – Early – Ewing to John Trotwood Moore
10. Correspondence – Farmer – Furst to John Trotwood Moore
11. Correspondence – Gailor – Guthrie to John Trotwood Moore
12. Correspondence – Hale – Harris to John Trotwood Moore
13. Correspondence – Harrison – Hewell to John Trotwood Moore
14. Correspondence – Hill – Howell to John Trotwood Moore
15. Correspondence – Hubbard – Hutchinson to John Trotwood Moore
16. Correspondence – Ingram – Judson to John Trotwood Moore

Box 8
1. Correspondence – Kane – Kirtley to John Trotwood Moore
2. Correspondence – Knapp – Kyle to John Trotwood Moore
3. Correspondence – Lafollette – Lydon to John Trotwood Moore
4. Correspondence – Maddox – Mitchell to John Trotwood Moore
5. Correspondence – McBride – McWhorter to John Trotwood Moore
6. Correspondence – Montgomery – Mullins to John Trotwood Moore
7. Correspondence – Neal – Nye to John Trotwood Moore
8. Correspondence – Ochs – Oxford to John Trotwood Moore
9. Correspondence – Paddock – Putnam to John Trotwood Moore
10. Correspondence – Ragsdale – Rittenberry to John Trotwood Moore
11. Correspondence – Roberts – Rutland to John Trotwood Moore
12. Correspondence – Salmon – Skilton to John Trotwood Moore
13. Correspondence – Slaven – Sydnor to John Trotwood Moore
14. Correspondence – Tavenner – Thompson to John Trotwood Moore
15. Correspondence – Titley – Tyson to John Trotwood Moore
16. Correspondence – Vandergrift – Westgate to John Trotwood Moore
17. Correspondence – Wheeler – Zoline to John Trotwood Moore

Box 9
1. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: “Hearts of Hickory”
2. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: “Hearts of Hickory”
3. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: “Songs and Stories”
4. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: “Songs and Stories”
5. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: “Tom’s Last Forage”
6. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: “The Unafraid”
7. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: “Uncle Wash”

Box 10
1. Correspondence – John T. Moore, re: The 1928 Presidential Campaigns
2. Correspondence – John T. Moore, re: Political Campaigns
3. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: His mother’s death
4. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Nashville Hospital
5. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Pearl Merrill estate
6. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Lucy Moore estate
7. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Lucy Moore estate
8. Correspondence – Newton Brandon, Jr., re: Lucy Moore estate
9. Correspondence – Mallory Law Firm, re: Lucy Moore estate
10. Correspondence – John T. and Mrs. Moore, re: Lucy Moore estate
11. Correspondence – A. F. Armstrong, re: Lucy Moore estate
12. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Texas land
13. Correspondence – Katie Moore, re: Texas land
14. Correspondence – Pleasant Graves, re: Texas land
15. Correspondence – Mary St. John Jones, re: Texas land
16. Correspondence – John T. and Mrs. Moore, re: Texas land

Box 11
1. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Notable writers, A - B
2. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Notable writers, C - D
3. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Notable writers, E - H
4. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Notable writers, J - P
5. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Notable writers, R - Z
6. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Speaking engagements
Box 12
1. Correspondence – John T. Moore, Re: Andrew Johnson
2. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Andrew Johnson
3. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Andrew Johnson
4. Correspondence – John T. Moore to Curtis Publishing Corporation
5. Correspondence – John T. Moore to C. D. Lafollette, re: Moore’s Writings
6. Correspondence – John T. Moore to Metro Pictures Corporation
9. Correspondence – John T. Moore to Rutger B. Jewett, re: Moore’s Writings
10. Correspondence – John T. Moore to Jay Packard, re: Moore’s Writings
11. Correspondence – John T. Moore to E. H. Taylor, re: Moore’s Writings
12. Correspondence – John T. Moore to John C. Winston Co., re: Moore’s Writings

Box 13
1. Correspondence – Publishers (A-J) to John T. Moore
2. Correspondence – Publishers (K-Z) to John T. Moore
3. Correspondence – George Ford to John T. Moore
4. Correspondence – George Doran Company to John T. Moore
5. Correspondence – Helen Van Clief to John T. Moore
6. Correspondence – Jay Packard to John T. Moore
7. Correspondence – Curtis Publishing Company to John T. Moore
8. Correspondence – Metro Pictures Corporation to John T. Moore
9. Correspondence – Little, Brown, & Company to John T. Moore
10. Correspondence – Little, Brown, & Company to John T. Moore
11. Correspondence – Joseph H. Coates to John T. Moore
12. Correspondence – Rutger B. Jewett to John T. Moore
13. Correspondence – C. D. Lafollette to John T. Moore
14. Correspondence – Clark’s Horse Review to John T. Moore
15. Correspondence – E. H. Taylor to John T. Moore
16. Correspondence – John C. Winston Company to John T. Moore
17. Correspondence – John C. Winston Company to John T. Moore

Box 14
1. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore (A-D), Re: “Sam Houston”
2. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore (E-W), Re: “Sam Houston”
3. Correspondence – John T. Moore, Re: “Sam Houston”
4. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore (A-G), Re: “Jackson and His Beloved Rachel”
5. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore (H-L), Re: “Jackson and His Beloved Rachel”
6. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore (Mc-W), Re: “Jackson and His Beloved Rachel”
7. Correspondence – John T. Moore, Re: “Jackson and His Beloved Rachel”
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1. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Draper Manuscripts
2. Correspondence – John T. Moore, re: Draper Manuscripts
3. Correspondence – John T. Moore, re: Andrew Jackson
4. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, re: Andrew Jackson
5. Correspondence – General, re: Andrew Jackson’s Birthplace
6. Correspondence – Claude G. Bowers to John T. Moore, re: Andrew Johnson
7. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore and others, re: Hermitage Gardens
8. Correspondence – John T. Moore, re: Hermitage Gardens
9. Correspondence – G. W. Beerworth, re: World War I exhibit
10. Correspondence – General, re: World War I exhibit
11. Correspondence – John T. Moore, re: World War I exhibit
12. Correspondence – John T. Moore, re: Miscellaneous history

**Box 16**
1. Correspondence – Pat Beaird to John T. Moore, 1924-1929
2. Correspondence – Peter Brannon to John T. Moore, 1914-1926
3. Correspondence – J. A. Osgoode to John T. Moore, November, 1919-September, 1920
5. Correspondence – Andrew Johnson Patterson to John T. Moore, 1925-1929
6. Correspondence – E. E. Patton to John T. Moore, 1921-1923
7. Correspondence – Isaac Sherwood to John T. Moore, 1915-1924
8. Correspondence – General to John T. Moore, Re: Moore’s appointment as State Librarian
9. Correspondence – J. P. Widney to John T. Moore
11. Correspondence – John T. Moore to Andrew Johnson Patterson, 1924-1929
12. Correspondence – John T. Moore to E. E. Patton, 1921
13. Correspondence – John T. Moore to Isaac Sherwood, 1923-1925
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2. Correspondence – General to Mrs. John T. Moore (C-E), re: Death of John T. Moore
3. Correspondence – General to Mrs. John T. Moore (F-G), re: Death of John T. Moore
4. Correspondence – General to Mrs. John T. Moore (H-K), re: Death of John T. Moore
5. Correspondence – General to Mrs. John T. Moore (L-M), re: Death of John T. Moore
6. Correspondence – General to Mrs. John T. Moore (N-R), re: Death of John T. Moore
7. Correspondence – General to Mrs. John T. Moore (S-Y), re: Death of John T. Moore
8. Correspondence – Telegrams to Mrs. John T. Moore, re: Death of John T. Moore
9. Correspondence – General to Merrill Moore, re: Death of John T. Moore
10. Correspondence – General to Merrill Moore, re: Death of John T. Moore
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1. Correspondence – Mrs. John T. Moore, 1920-1929
2. Correspondence – Mrs. John T. Moore, 1930-1931
3. Correspondence – Mrs. John T. Moore, 1932-1933
4. Correspondence – Mrs. John T. Moore, 1934-1935
5. Correspondence – Mrs. John T. Moore, 1936-1938
6. Correspondence – Mrs. John T. Moore, 1939-1940
7. Correspondence – Mrs. John T. Moore, 1941-1942
8. Correspondence – Mrs. John T. Moore, 1943-1945
9. Correspondence – Mrs. John T. Moore, 1946-1947
10. Correspondence – Mrs. John T. Moore, 1948-1956
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2. Correspondence – Bailey - Blair
3. Correspondence – Pat Beaird, 1927-1945
4. Correspondence – Bogan - Byram
5. Correspondence – Candler - Clubbs
6. Correspondence – Cobb - Cummings
7. Correspondence – Daniel - DuLaney
8. Correspondence – Eastman - Ezzell
9. Correspondence – Fariss - Fuqua
10. Correspondence – Gagagan - Guess
11. Correspondence – Haid - Hayse
12. Correspondence – Head - Hunter
13. Correspondence – Jack - Jones
14. Correspondence – Katzentine - Kyle
15. Correspondence – Lander - Lynch
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2. Correspondence – McAtee - McNeil
3. Correspondence - Nants - Owen
4. Correspondence – Pafford - Puckett
5. Correspondence – Rader - Russell
6. Correspondence – Salley - Sherwood
7. Correspondence – Simpson - Spaulding
8. Correspondence – Stahlman - Sweet
9. Correspondence – Taylor - Voss
10. Correspondence – Walker - Weldon
11. Correspondence – Wilson - Young
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1. Correspondence - General to Mrs. John T. Moore, re: Her 80th birthday
2. Correspondence – General to Mrs. John T. Moore, re: Death of Judge Henry C. Daniel
3. Correspondence – Mrs. John T. Moore to Claude Green, re: John T. Moore’s Biography
4. Correspondence – Claude Green to Mrs. John T. Moore, re: John T. Moore’s Biography
5. Correspondence – Merrill Moore, re: John T. Moore’s biography
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7. Correspondence – Lawrence F. London, re: Confederate imprints
8. Correspondence – Richard B. Harwell, re: Confederate sheet music
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2. Correspondence – General to Mrs. John T. Moore, re: New Tennessee State Library (ideas)
3. Correspondence - General to Mrs. John T. Moore, re: Her library work
4. Correspondence – General to Mrs. John T. Moore, re: Her retirement
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11. Historical Studies – Granny White
12. Historical Studies – Horseshoe Bend (Alabama)
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2. Legal Documents – John T. Moore’s publications, contracts, and agreements
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1. Literary Manuscripts – John T. Moore’s original manuscript and other material relating to “Andrew Johnson, the Rail-Splitter’s Running Mate”, published in the *Saturday Evening Post*, March 30, 1929

**Box 43**
1. Literary Manuscripts – John T. Moore’s original manuscript and other material relating to *Gid, A Mountain Boy*

**Box 44**
1. Literary Manuscripts – Biographical sketch of Andrew Jackson
2. Literary Manuscripts – “Where was Andrew Jackson Born?”
3. Literary Manuscripts – “Tammany and Andrew Jackson”
4. Literary Manuscripts – “The Soul of Old Hickory”
5. Literary Manuscripts – “Foreword of an Old Man”
6. Literary Manuscripts – Miscellaneous notes on Andrew Jackson

**Box 45**
1. Literary Manuscripts – “A Sleep and a Forgetting”
2. Literary Manuscripts – “Milling”
4. Literary Manuscripts – “The Great Smokies”
5. Literary Manuscripts – “Race Life of the Aryan People”
6. Literary Manuscripts – “Tom’s Last Forage”
7. Miscellaneous
8. Miscellaneous
9. Odd pages from Moore’s original manuscripts
**Box 46**
1. Literary Manuscripts – “A Thoroughbred in the Wilderness”
2. Literary Manuscripts – “Bonny Blue”
3. Literary Manuscripts – “Christmas at Three Pines”
4. Literary Manuscripts – “Guy – My Greatest Setter” (First Drafts)
5. Literary Manuscripts – “Guy – My Greatest Setter”
6. Literary Manuscripts – History Stories
7. Literary Manuscripts – “How a Woman Drives”
8. Literary Manuscripts – “Janita and the Jaybird Horse”
9. Literary Manuscripts – “Rickets”
10. Literary Manuscripts – “The Countess”

**Box 47**
1. Literary Manuscripts – “A Tenant byCourtesy”
2. Literary Manuscripts – “Gift of Grass”
3. Literary Manuscripts – “Old Mistis”
4. Literary Manuscripts – “Uncle Wash”
5. Literary Manuscripts – “Sweet Lips”
6. Literary Manuscripts – “Sweet Lips”
7. Literary Manuscripts – “The Ghost that Saved Three Flushes”
8. Literary Manuscripts – “The New South”

**Box 48**
1. Literary Manuscripts – Original manuscript “Scenario of the Ghost Flower.” Also Drama – “The Ghost Flower”
2. Literary Manuscripts – Original manuscript – “Gangrene”
3. Literary Manuscripts – Miscellaneous Horse Review articles
4. Literary Manuscripts – Miscellaneous

**Box 49**
1. Literary Manuscripts – John T. Moore’s original manuscripts and other material relating to “Historic Highways of the South,” printed in the *Taylor – Trotwood Magazine*

**Box 50**
Box 51

Box 52
1. Literary Manuscripts – “Dropped Stitches,” undated
2. Literary Manuscripts – “Dropped Stitches,” undated

Box 53
1. Original manuscripts and other material relating to John T. Moore’s articles “Those Walker Hounds of Mine,” printed in the Country Gentleman

Box 54
2. Literary Manuscripts – “Life of John T. Moore”
3. Literary Manuscripts – “Old Gardens of Tennessee”
4. Literary Manuscripts – “Old Portraits and Artists”
5. Literary Manuscripts – “Pioneer Women of Tennessee”

Box 55
1. Miscellaneous Subjects – Advertisements, re: Moore’s publications
2. Miscellaneous Subjects – Announcements
3. Miscellaneous Subjects – Children’s historical contests
4. Miscellaneous Subjects – Course in American Archives
5. Miscellaneous Subjects – Granny White Garden Club
6. Miscellaneous Subjects – Library – Archives meetings
7. Miscellaneous Subjects – Merrill Moore
8. Miscellaneous Subjects – Mrs. Moore’s notes on Claude Green’s biography of John T. Moore
9. Miscellaneous Subjects – Musical Scores
10. Miscellaneous Subjects – Picture Post Cards (Tennessee post cards removed and integrated into TSLA Tennessee Post Card Collection)
11. Miscellaneous Subjects – Programs, club items
12. Miscellaneous Subjects – Programs for special occasions
14. Miscellaneous Subjects – Retirement papers
15. Miscellaneous Subjects – Theodore Roosevelt
16. Miscellaneous Subjects – Travel story by Mrs. Pearl Harris
17. Miscellaneous Subjects – World War II organizations

Box 56
1. Invitations, programs, and notices
2. Notes – Mrs. John T. Moore, re: (1) Building of Capitol; (2) Sketches of Tennesseans whose portraits are property of the State; (3) John Trotwood Moore as seen by his wife

Box 57
1. Newspapers – Columbia, Tennessee Herald
2. Newspapers – Marion, Alabama Commencement Daily
3. Newspapers – Howard College Collegian and Marion, Alabama Journal
4. Newspapers – Marion, Alabama Commonwealth
5. Newspapers – Marion, Alabama Commonwealth
6. Newspapers – Marion, Alabama Commonwealth

Box 58
1. Newspaper Clippings – John T. Moore
2. Newspaper Clippings – John T. Moore
4. Newspaper Clippings – John T. Moore’s writings
5. Newspaper Clippings – Death of John T. Moore
6. Newspaper Clippings – Mrs. John T. Moore
7. Newspaper Clippings – Death of Mrs. John T. Moore
8. Newspaper Clippings – Moore Family
9. Newspaper Clippings – Merrill Moore
10. Newspaper Clippings – Death of Merrill Moore
11. Newspaper Clippings – Marion, Alabama
12. Newspaper Clippings – Motion Pictures
13. Newspaper Clippings – Small scrapbook about Merrill Moore

Box 59
1. Newspaper Clippings – Montgomery Bell
2. Newspaper Clippings – Lyman Draper Manuscripts
3. Newspaper Clippings – Andrew Jackson
4. Newspaper Clippings – Andrew Johnson
5. Newspaper Clippings – John Sevier
6. Newspaper Clippings – General historical subjects
7. Newspaper Clippings – Civil War
8. Newspaper Clippings – Historical organizations
9. Newspaper Clippings – Historic sites
10. Newspaper Clippings – Historic sites
11. Newspaper Clippings – Tennessee history
12. Newspaper Clippings – Tennessee history
13. Newspaper Clippings – Tennessee history

Box 60
1. Newspaper Clippings – Book reviews
2. Newspaper Clippings – Freedom Train
3. Newspaper Clippings – Freedom Train
4. Newspaper Clippings – Musicians
5. Newspaper Clippings – Nashville
6. Newspaper Clippings – Nashville churches
7. Newspaper Clippings – Notable Tennesseans
8. Newspaper Clippings – Parthenon
9. Newspaper Clippings – Dr. Daniel Robison, State Librarian
10. Newspaper Clippings – “The President’s Lady” (Motion Picture)
11. Newspaper Clippings – Tennessee counties
12. Newspaper Clippings – Obituaries
15. Newspaper Clippings – Tennessee State Library
16. Newspaper Clippings – Weddings

Box 61
1. Newspaper Clippings – Miscellaneous
2. Newspaper Clippings – Miscellaneous
3. Advertising Material

Box 62
1. Patriotic Organizations – Correspondence (D.A.R., Colonial Dames, & National Daughters, War of 1812), Mrs. John T. Moore, 1930-1943
2. Patriotic Organizations – Correspondence – General (Baker – Yewell) to Mrs. John T. Moore
3. Patriotic Organizations – Printed form letters
4. Patriotic Organizations – Historic survey
5. Patriotic Organizations – Minutes and Resolutions
7. Patriotic Organizations – Printed material
8. Patriotic Organizations – Miscellaneous

**Box 63**
1. Poetry – “A Ballad of Emma Sansom”
2. Poetry – “Ballads of the Unafraid”
3. Poetry – Christmas poetry (Miscellaneous)
4. Poetry – Christmas poetry (Miscellaneous)
5. Poetry – Civil War poetry (Miscellaneous)
6. Poetry – “Hal Pointer at Buffalo”
7. Poetry – Horses (Miscellaneous)
8. Poetry – “Marion”
9. Poetry – Poems concerning Tennessee
10. Poetry – “Race of a Rebel”
13. Poetry – World War I poetry

**Box 64**
1. Poetry – Illustrated poems
2. Poetry – Miscellaneous
3. Poetry – Miscellaneous

**Box 65**
1. Personal Mementoes – Civil Service application for John T. Moore
2. Personal Mementoes – Program of Dramatic Plays, Re: “Ben Hur,” and “Mary Tudor,” 1900-1901
3. Personal Mementoes – School themes, Mrs. John T. Moore
4. Personal Mementoes – School books – 1835-1836, Mrs. Moore’s grandmother
5. Personal Mementoes – Scrapbook and autograph books, Mrs. Moore
6. Personal Mementoes – Miscellaneous

**Box 66**
1. Public Address – John T. Moore’s college speeches
2. Public Address – John T. Moore’s college speeches
3. Public Address – Dedication of Moore Academy
4. Public Address – “The Draper Manuscripts”
5. Public Address – “Jefferson Davis”
6. Public Address – “Jefferson Davis”
7. Public Address – “Andrew Jackson, Gentleman”
8. Public Address – “Re-united”
11. Public Address – Miscellaneous

Box 67
1. Special Subjects – Tennessee State Capitol – History
2. Special Subjects – Tennessee State Library – Architectural designs
3. Special Subjects – Tennessee State Library – Archives division
5. Special Subjects – Tennessee State Library – Historical notes
6. Special Subjects – Legislative endorsement
7. Special Subjects – Miscellaneous
8. Special Subjects – Speeches at cornerstone laying

Box 68
1. Special Subjects – Granny White Garden Club
2. Special Subjects – Hermitage Gardens, 1920
3. Special Subjects – Judson College
4. Special Subjects – Judson College Centennial, 1938
5. Special Subjects – Sarah Hawkins Sevier
6. Special Subjects – Tipton - Haynes Residence
7. Special Subjects – World War I exhibit
8. Special Subjects – Tennessee Library Association, re: Honors conferred upon Mrs. Moore
9. Special Subjects – Methodist Training Course which Mrs. Moore taught

Box 69
1. Special Subjects – Arden Place, Moore’s Nashville home
2. Special Subjects – Arden Place, sale
3. Special Subjects – Confederate imprints
4. Special Subjects – Confederate sheet music
5. Special Subjects – Confederate sheet music
6. Special Subjects – Freedom Train
7. Special Subjects – Home study library course for Mrs. Moore
8. Special Subjects – Private Jersey Herd register
9. Special Subjects – Taylor - Trotwood Magazine
10. Special Subjects – Who’s Who in America

Box 70
1. Special Subjects – Tennessee Sesquicentennial – Newspaper clippings
2. Special Subjects – Tennessee Sesquicentennial – Newspaper clippings
3. Special Subjects – Tennessee Sesquicentennial – Printed materials
4. Special Subjects – Tennessee Sesquicentennial – Programs
5. Special Subjects – Tennessee Sesquicentennial – Radio scripts
7. Special Subjects – Tennessee Sesquicentennial – Speeches

**Box 71**
1. Accounts – Cancelled checks
2. Accounts – Notes, receipts, and statements connected with John T. Moore’s publications
3. Accounts – Notes, receipts, and statements connected with John T. Moore’s publications
4. Accounts – Property tax records
5. Accounts – Notes, receipts, and statements connected with Pearl Daniel Merrill’s Estate

**Box 72**
1. Photographic Collection – Mostly of John T. Moore, his acquaintances and relatives

**Box 73**
1. Photographic Collection – Mostly of John T. Moore, his family, and places of residence

**Box 74**
1. Photographic Collection – Mostly of John T. Moore, during his early life

**Box 75**
1. Photographic Collection – Mostly of Mrs. John T. Moore and son, Merrill Moore

**Box 76**
1. Scrapbooks – Poetry and miscellaneous articles of the 1880-1890 period
2. Scrapbooks – Poetry and miscellaneous articles of the late 1890-early 1900 period
3. Scrapbooks – Primarily about the Spanish - American War

**Box 77**
1. Scrapbooks – John T. Moore’s books, poetry, and miscellaneous articles
2. Scrapbooks – Cass County, Missouri, newspaper clippings, 1870s-1880s
3. Scrapbooks – Primarily miscellaneous family collection with photographs.  Also clippings (death notices) of the Brown and Daniel families
Box 78
1. Scrapbooks – One miscellaneous book kept by Mrs. John T. Moore, 1890s and early 1900s

Box 79
1. Scrapbooks – One miscellaneous book kept by Mrs. John T. Moore, during 1920s

Box 80

Box 81

Box 82

Box 83

Box 84

Box 85
1. Memorabilia collection which the Moores preserved

Box 86
1. Memorabilia collection which the Moores preserved, including notebooks of John Trotwood Moore for the years 1890 to 1929

Box 87
1. Scratchpads containing miscellaneous notes

Box 88
1. Scratchpads containing miscellaneous notes

Box 89
1. Scrapbook - material mostly in the 1890s of personal and family affairs

Box 90
1. Scrapbook - material mostly in the early 1900s of personal and family affairs
2. Scrapbook - late 1890s: clippings from The Horse Review
3. Scrapbook - early 1900s: clippings about John T. Moore

Box 91
1. Scrapbook - 1880s-1890s: Mary Brown Daniel
2. Scrapbook - Queen Elizabeth II

**Box 92**
1. Scrapbook - The Royal Family – England
2. Scrapbook - The Royal Family – England

**Box 93**
1. Scrapbook - Trip to Western U.S. and Canada, Helen Moore Cole, Summer 1925

**Box 94**
1. Scrapbook materials, 1922-1953

**Box 95**
1. Clippings, 1928-1929

**Box 96**
1. Drawings - “Then She Turned to Cousin Dick”
2.-4. Drawings - Untitled, charcoal by John Edwin Jackson, for use in books by John Trotwood Moore
GENEALOGICAL INDEX

**Boxes 28 & 29**
Alexander
Anderson
Alston – Gilbert – Duggan
Archer – Cahall
Arnett
Barclay – Barkley
Bean – Been
Bedford
Bell
Belt
Blackburn – Dansby – Mayberry
Brewster
Browning
Buchanan
Byars
Caffrey – Donelson
Campbell
Carley
Cartwright
Caruthers
Cassidy
Chapman
Cheairs
Cheatham
Childress
Chisholm
Christian
Chunn
Clack
Clark
Claunch
Clift
Clifton – Cobb
Cloar
Cockrill
Cocke
Cobb. See Clifton
Coffey
Colbert
Cole
Coleman
Coley
Collins
Combs
Compton
Conner
Cook
Cooper
Cornelius – Hereford – Clark
Cottingham
Cotton
Cottrall – Cottrell
Covinton
Cox
Crabb
Craig
Crawford
Crenshaw
Crockett
Crossett
Cullum
Cummins
Dale
Dansby. See Blackburn
Davidson
Deckerd – Deckert
DeLaplace
Dickson
Doak – Fenley
Donelson. See Caffrey
Dunnwant
Dyer
Edgar
Edmiston
Ervin
Fenley. See Doak
Forrest
Frazier
Fussell
Gary
German – Germain
Gillenwaters
Goldsmith
Gresham – Grisham
Hall
Hancock. See Jones
Harris
Harrison
Haskell
Henderson
Hereford – See Cornelius
Hogg
Howard
Howell
Howerton
Jermain – Jermayne
Johnson
Jones – Hancock
Jordan
Lauderdale
Lawson
McEwen
McKamey – McKemie
McKissack
McNairy
McPhail – Nichols
Marley
Maxwell
Mayfield
Melton
Meriwether
Mixon
Montgomery
Murchison
Murphy
Nash
Nichols. See McPhail
Nicholson
Norman
Overton
Ozment
Pate
Patton
Paul
Payne
Pearce
Pendleton
Perkins
Pickens
Porter
Prewitt
Price
Quarles
Rains
Randolph
Rapalje
Raulston
Read – Reed – Reid
Reese
Reeves
Rollyson
Russell
Rutherford
Sevier
Shannon
Small
Speer
Stanley
Stewart
Stone
Swiggart
Trousdale
Tucker
Veach
Vernon
Walker
Williams
Willis
Wise
Wood
Wynne
INDEX

This is a partial subject and name index. It contains the names of those persons with three or more letters and some others with a smaller number considered of such importance, either because of the person or the subject matter, as to warrant attention. The figures in parentheses immediately following each name denote the total number of letters from that person in the collection; the dates are for the period covered by the letters; identification of the writer is included whenever possible; and the last numbers given refer to the box or boxes in which the correspondence may be found. The state is Tennessee if not given.

Alexander, T. H. (6), 1926-1939, Nashville, Managing Editor, Nashville Tennessean, 7, 9, 19
Allen, James Lane (2), 1896-1901, New York, author, 11
Anderson, Douglas (3), 1926, Nashville, Staff Writer, Nashville Banner, 7
Anderson, Nancy Rice (2), 1920-1926, Glendale, California, 9
Arden Place, 69
Barlow, Mrs. A. R. (6), 1926-1927, El Paso, Texas, 7
Barton, William E. (3), 1929, Lake Placid, New York, author, 11
Bassett, John S. (1), 1924, Northampton, Massachusetts, historian, 15
Beach, Rex E. (1), 1917, New York, author, 11
Beaird, Pat (57), 1924-1945, Manager, Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 9, 16, 19
Beecher, George A. (3), 1928-1929, Hastings, Nebraska, Episcopal Bishop of Western Nebraska, 7
Beerworth, G. W. (15), 15
Bent, Silas (2), 1920, New York, Assistant Director of Publicity, Democratic National Committee, 7
Berry, George L. (2), 1928-1929, President, International Printing Pressman and Assistants Union of North America, 7
Beveridge, Albert J. (1), 1913, Indianapolis, Indiana, Senator, 11
Bond, Octavia Zollicoffer, (2), 1899-1914, Mt. Pleasant, author, 11
Bowers, Claude G. (11), New York, 15
Bowes, Major Edward (1), 1935, radio and theatrical entertainer, 19
Brandenburg, O. D. (10), 1919-1922, Madison, Wisconsin, 15
Brandon, W. W. (2), 1926, Montgomery, Alabama, Governor of Alabama, 7, 9
Brannon, Peter (19), 1914-1926, Montgomery, Alabama, Director, Department of Archives and History, 16
Branson, Lloyd (1), 1921, Knoxville, artist, 11
Brown Family, 28
Brownlow, John B. (1), 1921, Knoxville, 11
Bulloch, J. G. B. (9), 1923, Washington, D. C., 7
Burton, Charles Pierce (1), 1922, Aurora, Illinois, author, 11
Byrns, Joseph W. (6), 1919-1926, United States Representative from Tennessee, 7, 9, 16
Caldwell, James E. (9), 1917-1926, Nashville, President, First National Bank, 7, 15, 16
Calvert, Ross H. (15), 1927-1929, gun repairer for State Museum, 7
Candler, Walter T. (5), 1929-1945, Atlanta, Georgia, 7, 19
Cass County (Missouri), 30, 77
Calvert, Ross H. (15), 1927-1929, gun repairer for State Museum, 7
Candler, Walter T. (5), 1929-1945, Atlanta, Georgia, 7, 19
Cass County (Missouri), 30, 77
Cavalier of Tennessee – Andrew Jackson, 30
Charlton, Robert T. (4), 1935, New York, correspondent to authors, agents, and publishers, 19
Churches, Nashville, 60
Civil War, 4, 59
Cobb, Howell (3), 1926, Raleigh, North Carolina, proprietor of Hotel Raleigh, 7
Confederate sheet music and imprints, 21, 69
Connor, Juliana, 1827, visit to Nashville, 30
Cook, James H. (1), 1929, Agate, Nebraska, author, 11
Cooke, Grace McGowan (4), 1905–1906, Chattanooga, Tennessee, author, 11
Cox, W. D. (14), 1933-1935, Bixby, Oklahoma, minister, 19
Craddock, John W. (9), 1926-1943, New Orleans, Louisiana, 7, 19
Creel, George (8), 1909-1910, Denver, Colorado, surgeon, 7
Dake, Walter M. (6), 1909-1910, Denver, Colorado, surgeon, 7
Daniel family, 28
Daniel, Judge Henry Clay, 4, 21
Daniels, Jonathan (4), 1937, Raleigh, North Carolina, Publisher, North Carolina News and Observer, 19
Davidson, Donald (2), 1926-1930, Nashville, Professor of English, Vanderbilt University, 7, 19
Davis, Edwin L. (1), 1924, United States Representative from Tennessee, 7
Davis, Jefferson, 66
Davis, Sam, 30
Dawes, Charles G. (2), 1927, Washington, D. C., Vice President of the United States, 7, 11
Dazey, C. T. (5), 1926, Quincy, Illinois, 7
DeWitt, John H. (1), 1923, Nashville, judge, 11
Diary, John Trotwood Moore, 1924-1928, 27
Dickinson, Jacob McGavock, Jr., (3), 1931-1932, Nashville, lawyer, 7
Dickinson, Jacob McGavock, Sr., (1), 1921, Chicago, Illinois, lawyer, 7, 9, 15
Dickson, Harris, (1), 1928, Vicksburg, Mississippi, author, 11
Draper Manuscripts, 15, 59
Dromgoole, Will Allen, (1), Nashville, newspaper writer, 7
Elliott, Francis Perry (6), 1911–1922, Nashville, author, 11
Elliott, Lizzie (2), 1911–1921, Nashville, teacher, 11
English Royal Family Scrapbooks, F, G, H.
Estates: correspondence re: Pearl Merrill; Lucy Moore, 10
Ewing, Robert (3), 1920, Nashville, Watkins Institute, 7, 16
Fields, Rufus M. (2), 1897, President, Tennessee Press Association, 11
Fitzpatrick, J. Kelly (3), 1922, Wetumpka, Alabama, artist and writer, 7
Forrest, Nathan Bedford, 30
Fort Loudon, 30
Foster, A. P. (3), 1926–1928, Nashville, Assistant State Librarian and Archivist, 7, 16
Freedom Train, 60, 69
Gailor, Thomas F. (3), 1913–1929, Memphis, Episcopal Bishop of Tennessee, 7
Gaines, John Wesley (5), 1925, Nashville, lawyer, 7, 15, 19
Garrett, Finis J. (2), Washington, D. C., U.S. Representative from Tennessee, 7, 19
Genealogy. See genealogical index, 28, 29
Gist, W. W. (2), 1915, Cedar Falls, Iowa, Iowa State Teachers College, 7
Gleaves, Admiral Albert, 30
Gow, R. M. (7), 1921–1923, New York, Secretary of American Jersey Cattle Club, 7
Grader, George W. (4), 1923–1925, Marblehead, Massachusetts, 7
Granny White, 30
Gray, C. O. (2), 1928, Greeneville, Tennessee, President, Tusculum College, 7
Green, Claude (51), Clemson, South Carolina, Professor, Clemson College, 21
Hale, Will T. (3), 1916–1925, Nashville, writer, 11, 16
Harris, A. M. (2), 1924–1927, Nashville, Professor, Vanderbilt University, 7
Harris, Corra (2), 1907–1928, Rydal, Georgia, writer, 11
Harwell, Richard (7), 1948, Librarian, Emory University, 21
Hearts of Hickory, correspondence, 9
Henderson, Archibald (9), 1920–1926, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 7, 15
Henderson, Tom (2), 1928, Nashville, State Democratic Committee Chairman, 7
Herdman, Carl D. (4), 1927–1928, Bowling Green, Kentucky, author and businessman, 7
Hermitage Gardens, correspondence, 15
Hickman, Colonel John P., 30
Historic sites, 59
Hobson, Richmond Pearson (4), 1902–1905, Naval hero of Spanish-American War, 7
Hoffman, O. J. (7), 1927–1929, Martin, 7
Hooper, Ben W. (1), 1947, Newport, Governor of Tennessee, (1911–1914), 19
Horn, Stanley, (1), 1927, Nashville, Author and Editor of the *Southern Lumberman*, 7
Horseshoe Bend (Alabama), 30
Horton, George (1), 1928, Washington, D. C., writer, 11
Houston, Sam, 14
Housum, Charles Robert (2), 1951, New York, producer, 7
Howell, Alfred E. (2), 1919-1927, Nashville, businessman, 7
Hughes, Colonel W. N. (5), 1923-1926, Nashville, Retired Army Officer, 7
Hull, Cordell (4), United States Secretary of State, 7, 9, 12
Hunt, Ben P. (3), 1920-1921, Judge of Inferior Court of Huntsville, Alabama, 7
Ingram, Jessica (3), 1920-1921, Birmingham, Alabama, staff writer, *Birmingham News*, 7
Jackson, Andrew, re: correspondence and clippings, 15, 59, 66
Jackson, Andrew IV (2), 1929, Los Angeles, California, businessman, 7, 19
Jackson, Rachel, re: correspondence, 14
James, Frank (1), 1903, brother of the infamous outlaw Jesse James, 7
James, Marquis (1), 1930, author, 11
James, Robert P. (6), 1921, New York, 15
Johnson, Andrew, 12, 30, 59
Johnson, Gerald W. (1), 1928, Baltimore, Maryland, 11
Jones, Victor (7), 1929-1930, Birmingham, Alabama, Howard College, 7
Jones, Walter B. (8), 1926-1929, Montgomery, Alabama, circuit judge, 7
Judson College, 68
King, Sam L. (13), 1917-1926, Bristol, 8, 9
Kirtley, Annie E. (6), 1933-1937, Marion, Alabama; Archivist, Judson College, 7, 19
Knappe, Paul A. (13), 1908-1911, Denver, Colorado, 8
Konkle, Burton Alva (5), 1928, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 8, 11
Lansden, D. L. (6), 1919-1921, Knoxville, Chief Justice, Tennessee Supreme Court, 8, 9
Leggett, W. F. (5), 1928, Evanston, Illinois, 8
Lewis, Meriwether, 30
Lieurance, Thurlow (4), 1916-1927, Lincoln, Nebraska, musician, 11, 19
London, Lawrence F. (8), Librarian, University of North Carolina, 21
Long, J. C. (2), Pennsylvania, author, 11
McElwhee, W. E. (2), 1919-1923, Rockwood, 8
McKellar, Kenneth D. (3), 1926, United States Senator from Tennessee, 8, 20
Malone, Walter (1), 1910, Memphis, judge, 11
Marr, W. B. (3), 1919-1925, Nashville, lawyer, 8
Masters, Edgar L. (3), 1927, New York, poet, 11
Matthews, Sadie June (Princess Ial Hadji-Bira) (2), 1925, Miami, Florida, 15
Miles, Amy Brown (4), 1938, Memphis, State Director, National Emergency Council, 20
Miller, Frank A. (3), 1919-1920, Riverside, California, 8
Mills, Ogden, L. (1), 1927, Washington, D. C., Undersecretary of the Treasury, 8
Milton, George Fort (4), 1928, Chattanooga, Tennessee, author, 11, 20
Mims, W. O. (6), 1924-1926, Newport, Tennessee, attorney, 8, 9
Moore, Mrs. Emily, mother of John Trotwood Moore, 3, 4, 10
Moore Family, 28
Moore Family Records, 25, 26, 27, 31
Moore, Hoyt (3), 1928-1929, Fulton, Kentucky, Publisher, *Fulton Daily Press*, 8
Moore, Judge John, 4, 26, 31
Moore, John Trotwood, addresses, 66; biographical data, 21; correspondence, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16; death of, 17, 58; diary, 27; literary manuscripts, 32-52; notebooks, 86
Moore, Mary Daniel (Mrs. John T.), correspondence, 4, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22; death of, 23; literary manuscripts, 53, 54; notes, 56; scrapbook E
Moore, Merrill (son of Mr. and Mrs. John Trotwood Moore) 17, 21, 24, 58
Morgan, Marshall (3), 1930-1953, Nashville, 20
Murfrees, Fanny N, D, (1), 1923, Murfreesboro, author, 11
Myer, W. E. (9), 1921-1922, Washington, D. C., Smithsonian Institution, 8
Nashville Hospital, 10
Nicholson, Meredith (12), 1926-1935, Indianapolis, Indiana, 8, 11, 20
Obituaries, 60
Olds, Fred A. (6), 1926-1930, Raleigh, North Carolina, Collector, Hall of History, North Carolina Historical Commission, 8, 20
Onan, Maddox (5), 1944-1948, Pleasureville, Kentucky, 20
Osgood, J. A. (29), 1919-1928, Montgomery, Alabama, Professor of History, 16
Owen, Mrs. Marie Bankhead (8), 1921-1952, Montgomery, Alabama, Director, Alabama Department of Archives and History, 8, 20
Owen, Thomas M. (3), 1903-1919, Montgomery, Alabama, Director, Alabama Department of Archives and History, 8, 16
Owen, W. A. (3), 1925-1929, Knoxville, Judge of Court of Appeals, 8, 20
Padgitt, Bright W. (3), 1923, Asheville, North Carolina, 8
Page, Thomas Nelson (1), author, 11
Palmer, W. B. (3), 1932, Turman, Alabama, 20
Patriotic organizations, 62
Patterson, Andrew Johnson (23), 1925-1929, Greeneville, grandson of President Andrew Johnson, 16, 20
Patterson, Malcom R. (9), 1919-1928, Memphis, Governor of Tennessee (1907-1910), 8, 9, 11
Patton, E. E. (33), 1921-1954, Knoxville, state senator, 16, 20
Peay, Austin (5), 1924-1927, Governor of Tennessee (1923 – 1926), 8, 9
Phelps, William Lyon (1), 1920, Professor, Yale University, 11
Photographs, 72, 73, 74, 75, 77
Pillow, Gideon, 30
Pinchot, Gifford (5), 1926-1929, Washington, D.C., author; head, Forestry Division, Department of Agriculture, 9, 11
Poetry, 63
Political campaigns, 10
Powers, Alfred (4), 1928, Portland Oregon, Dean, University of Oregon, 8
Presidential campaign, 1928, 10
Price, Edwin A. (2), 1917-1918, Nashville, attorney, 8
Publishers, 12, 13
Quaife, M. M. (2), 1919, Madison, Wisconsin, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 9
Raymond, T. W. (2), 1919, Holly Springs, Mississippi, President, Mississippi Synodical College, 8
Reaney, Joseph H. (6), 1927, St. Johnsville, New York, 8, 9
Rice, E. (2), 1924, Dyersburg, attorney, 8
Rice, Grantland (4), 1923-1927, sports writer, 11
Riley, James Whitcomb (3), 1912-1915, Indianapolis, author, 9, 11
Roberts, A. H. (2), 1919-1920, Nashville, Governor of Tennessee (1919-1920), 8
Robison, Daniel M. (4), 1956, Nashville, State Librarian, 20
Rogers, Betty (2), 1927, Beverly Hills, California, wife of Will Rogers, 11
Rogers, Will (2), 1927, movie star and humorist, 11
Roosevelt, Theodore, Jr. (2), 1923, Washington, D. C., Assistant Secretary of the Navy, 8
Rucker, E. W. (8), 1919-1920, Birmingham, Alabama, 8, 15
Salley, A. S. (1), 1932, Columbia, South Carolina, Secretary, Historical Commission, 20
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